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In this paper, we study algorithmic problems for automaton semigroups and automaton groups related to freeness and finiteness. In the course of this study, we also exhibit some connections between the algebraic structure of automaton (semi)groups and their dynamics on the boundary.
First, we show that it is undecidable to check whether the group generated by a given invertible automaton has a positive relation, i. e. a relation p = ½ such that p only contains positive generators. Besides its obvious relation to the freeness of the group, the absence of positive relations has previously been studied and is connected to the triviality of some stabilizers of the boundary. We show that the emptiness of the set of positive relations is equivalent to the dynamical property that all (directed positive) orbital graphs centered at non-singular points are acyclic. Our approach also works to show undecidability of the freeness problem for automaton semigroups; in fact, it shows undecidability of a strengthened version where the input automaton is complete and invertible.
Gillibert showed that the finiteness problem for automaton semigroups is undecidable. In the second part of the paper, we show that this undecidability result also holds if the input is restricted to be bi-reversible and invertible (but, in general, not complete). As an immediate consequence, we obtain that the finiteness problem for automaton subsemigroups of semigroups generated by invertible, yet partial automata, so called automaton-inverse semigroups, is also undecidable.
Introduction
Automaton groups, i. e. groups generated by synchronous Mealy automata, are a quite intriguing class of groups. They have deep connections with many areas of mathematics, from the theory of profinite groups to complex dynamics, till theoretical computer science, and they serve as a source of examples or counterexamples for many important group theoretic problems (see e. g. [35] for an introduction). Despite these connections and the many surprising and interesting consequences, the knowledge about the class of automaton groups from the algebraic, algorithmic and dynamical perspective is still rather limited. From the algorithmic point of view, the word problem for automaton groups is decidable 1 while many other problems are suspected (and sometimes proven) to be undecidable. In this regard, the most studied problems in literature are the finiteness problem, the freeness problem and the conjugacy problem. The latter has been proven to be undecidable by Šunić and Ventura [33] . However, if this problem is restricted to the contracting case, then it turns out to be decidable, see [4] . Decidability of the finiteness problem for automaton groups is still open. However, some partial results are known when certain properties of the generating automaton are relaxed: Belk and Bleak showed undecidability of the finiteness problem for groups generated by asynchronous automata [2] and Gillibert showed undecidability of the finiteness problem for automaton semigroups [16] , which are generated by synchronous but not necessarily invertible Mealy automata. Another result worth mentioning in this respect is the recent proof of Gillibert showing undecidability of the order problem of automaton groups [17] . On the other side, Klimann showed that the finiteness problem is solvable for reversible, invertible automata with two states or two letters and that so is the freeness problem for semigroups generated by two state invertible, reversible automata [24] . Obviously, it is usually easier to show undecidability results for automaton semigroups that it is for automaton groups. This might be one of the reasons why the less studied class of automaton semigroups seems to stir up more interest lately. There is, for example, the semigroup theoretic work of Cain [8] , and Brough and Cain [5, 6] , approaches to semigroups via duals of automata generating groups [12, 13] or studies of the torsion-freeness of automaton semigroups (see e. g. [18] ; also for some further references).
The aim of this paper is to make a contribution to the algorithmic point of view, in particular to the finiteness problem and the freeness problem for automaton (semi)groups. We approach these problems by making use of ideas with a dynamical flavor [19] underlining the importance of the dynamics on the boundary when considering algorithms: as an alternative to the automaton definition, one can also view automaton (semi)groups as level-preserving (finite-state) actions on the rooted infinite tree Σ * corresponding to the finite words over some alphabet Σ; the limit of this tree (in the sense of GromovHausdorff convergence) is Σ ω , which corresponds to the right-infinite words over Σ and on which the group also acts. As automaton (semi)groups are finitely generated and, thus, countable, their action on Σ ω cannot be transitive; in fact, there need to be infinitely many orbits. In this context, one of the main problems in the combinatorial study of automaton groups is to understand the (boundary) orbital Schreier graphs of a given automaton group [9] . It is natural to ask which properties of a group can be recognized by exploring the structure of these Schreier graphs. Of course, this idea can be extended to semigroups by considering their orbital graphs on the boundary.
After introducing some preliminaries, we first consider the freeness problem for automaton (semi)groups. Inspired by links between the freeness of an automaton group and the dynamics on periodic points in the boundary of the dual automaton exhibited in [12, 13] , we discuss the problem of checking whether a given automaton generating a group yields a positive relation, i. e. a relation q = ½ where q contains only positive generators, which was previously studied in [10] . In Proposition 1, we first show that the existence of a positive relations is equivalent to having a cycle in some boundary Schreier graph. Then, we proceed to show undecidability of the existence of a positive relation; a problem left open in [10, Problem 3] . We do this by reducing ICP, an undecidable [3, Theorem 11] problem similar to Post's Correspondence Problem, to the problem using a construction given in [33] . We observe that, using the same approach, one can reduce IICP, a variation of ICP of unknown decidability, to the freeness problem of automaton groups. Furthermore, we show using a similar reduction that (even a strengthened version of) the freeness problem for automaton semigroups is undecidable in Theorem 2 and Corollary 3.
In the second part of the paper, we deal with the finiteness problem for automaton groups. In the spirit of [16] and [10] , we attack the problem using Wang tilings. First, we show that finiteness of an automaton (semi)group is characterized by uniform boundedness of the orbital graphs in the boundary in Proposition 3. Afterwards, in Proposition 5, we connect the finiteness of a semigroup generated by a (partial) automaton obtained from a Wang tile set with the existence of non-periodic tiling, which is the crucial point of reducing the tiling problem for 4-way deterministic tiles (proved undecidable by Lukkarila [26] ) to a strengthened version of the finiteness problem for automaton semigroups where the input automaton is known to be bi-reversible and invertible, which is stated to be undecidable in Theorem 3. The strengthened version is already quite close to the group case; the only missing part is completeness of the automaton. An immediate consequence is that it is undecidable to check whether a subsemigroup of an automaton-inverse semigroup (i. e. the inverse semigroup generated by an invertible, yet partial automaton) is finite.
Preliminaries
Fundamentals. We use A ⊔ B to denote the disjoint union of two sets A and B. The set N is the set of natural numbers including 0, Z is the set of integers and Z + is the set of (strictly) positive integers. Finally, R is the set of real numbers.
An alphabet Σ is a non-empty finite set of letters. By Σ * , we denote the set of all finite words over the alphabet Σ, including the empty word, which we denote by ε. Furthermore, we set Σ + = Σ * \ {ε} and use the notation Σ n for the set of words of length n over Σ and the notation Σ ≤n for the set of words w of length up to |w| = n; Σ <n is the set of words of length smaller than n, respectively. The set of ω-words, i. e. infinite words whose positions are the natural numbers, is denoted by Σ ω . Whenever we refer to a word in this paper, it can either be a finite word or an ω-words. The set Σ * ∪ Σ ω is a metric spaces and, thus, also a topological space. The distance between two distinct words x and y is 2 −|p| where p is the longest common prefix 2 of x and y. Notice that this metric induces the discrete topology on Σ * , Σ n and Σ ≤n for all n ∈ N. On Σ ω = i∈N Σ 1 , it induces Tychonoff's topology. The sequence Σ ≤n n∈N of compact metric spaces converges to Σ * ∪ Σ ω (in the sense of Gromov-Hausdorff 3 ); therefore, Σ ω is often referred to as the boundary of Σ * .
On the algebraic side, we will be dealing with semigroups (and monoids), inverse semigroups and groups. In this context, we want to remind the reader of the difference between inverses in semigroups and in groups. An element s of a semigroup S is called (semigroup) inverse to another element s ∈ S if sss = s and sss = s hold. On the other hand, we will call an element m −1 of a monoid M (which may be a group) the group inverse of m ∈ M if we have m −1 m = mm −1 = ½. Here and throughout this paper, we use ½ to denote the neutral element of a monoid (or group, of course); the monoid in question will be clear from the context. Clearly, the group inverse of a monoid element is always also a (semigroup) inverse. The converse does not hold in general, however. To emphasize this difference, we use the notation m to denote (semigroup) inverses and the notation m −1 to denote group inverses.
A semigroup S is an inverse semigroup if every element s ∈ S has a unique inverse s, see [21, 29] for further details on inverse semigroups. As the Preston-Vagner Theorem (see [21, p. 150] or [29, p. 168] ) demonstrates, there is a close connection between inverse semigroups and partial function (or partial maps). For these, we fix some notation. To indicate that a function f from a set A to a set B is partial, we write f : A → p B. The domain of f , denoted by dom f , is the subset of A on which f is defined. If we have dom f = A, i. e. that f is defined on all elements in A, then we call f a total function from A to B and write f : A → B. The counter part to dom f is im f , the image of f ; it consists of the images under f of the elements in dom f . We say that a partial function f : B → p A is inverse to another partial function f :
Note that in the latter case both functions are injective and the group inverse is unique.
Automata: Definition, Properties and Operations. In this paper, the term automaton refers to a special form of a finite-state transducer: it is
• synchronous (it outputs exactly one letter on input of one letter),
• not necessarily complete and • its input and output alphabets coincide.
2 A word w is a prefix of a word x if there is a word y with wy = x. 3 For Gromov-Hausdorff convergence, see [20] .
Formally, let Q be a non-empty set and let Σ be an alphabet. An automaton is a triple T = (Q, Σ, δ) with δ ⊆ Q×Σ×Σ×Q. The set Q is called the state set of T , Σ is its (input and output) alphabet and δ is its transition set. Accordingly, an element (q, a, b, p) ∈ δ is called a transition of the automaton from state q on input a with output b into state p. To denote a transition, we use the more graphical notation q p a/b instead of the tuple notation (q, a, b, p). Additionally, we use the common graphical representation for automata: a transition q p
holds for all q ∈ Q and all a ∈ Σ. It is called complete if we have
holds for all a ∈ Σ and p ∈ Q (i. e. if it is co-deterministic with respect to the input). This means that q p
For every automaton T = (Q, Σ, δ), one can define its inverse automaton T = (Q, Σ, δ) where Q is a disjoint copy of Q and we have
i. e. we swap input and output. Taking the inverse of an automaton is obviously an involution, i. e. we have T = T . For any of the automaton properties defined above, we also have an inverse version: we say T is inverse-deterministic (sometimes also called invertible) if T is deterministic, it is inverse-complete if T is complete, and it is inversereversible if T is reversible (this is the case if T is co-deterministic with respect to the output). Additionally, we define versions of the properties which describe that they hold for an automaton and its inverse at the same time: an automaton T is bi-deterministic if it is deterministic and inverse-deterministic, it is bi-complete if it is complete and inverse-complete and it is bi-reversible if it is reversible and inverse-reversible. Next to the inverse of an automaton, there is also its dual. For an automaton T = (Q, Σ, δ), we define its dual ∂T = (Σ, Q, ∂δ) by
i. e. we swap the roles of states and letters. Just like taking the inverse, taking the dual is an involution: ∂∂T = T . Notice that there are many connections between T and its dual. For example, we have that
• T is deterministic if and only if ∂T is deterministic,
• T is complete if and only if ∂T is complete,
• T is inverse-deterministic if and only if ∂T is reversible, and that
• T is inverse-reversible if and only if ∂T is inverse-reversible.
Other operations on automata involve two (or more) automata. For example, for any two automata T 1 = (Q, Σ, δ) and T 2 = (P, Γ, ρ), one can take their union automaton
For the union of an automaton T = (Q, Σ, δ) and its inverse T = (Q, Σ, δ), we use a shorthand notation and denote it by T = ( Q, Σ, δ), where Q = Q ∪ Q and δ = δ ∪ δ.
In addition to the union, one can also take the composition of two automata T 1 = (Q, Σ, δ) and T 2 = (P, Σ, ρ). It is the automaton
The idea is to use the output b of T 1 on input of a as input for the second automaton T 2 . Notice that composition preserves the properties defined above: if T 1 and T 2 are deterministic/complete/reversible, then so is
A special form of the composition of automata, is the k th -power T k of an automaton T = (Q, Σ, δ) for some k ≥ 1. It is the k-fold composition of T with itself:
Semantics of Automata, Automaton Semigroups. So far, we have defined automata only formally. Of course, behind these definitions stands the common intuitive understanding that an automaton emits an output for some input. Since we will be dealing primarily with deterministic automata in this paper, we give this class a special name: a deterministic automaton is called an S-automaton from now on. Every S-automaton
here, we use the more common infix notation for ·. Notice that b must be unique since T is deterministic by definition. This action can be extended into a partial action of Σ * on Q by setting q ·ε = q and q ·a 1 a 2 . . . a n = ((q · a 1 ) · a 2 ) . . .·a n (if defined). Intuitively, this actions describes reading the finite input word in the automaton: if one starts reading the finite word w in state q, one ends up in q · w. Notice that this action is total, i. e. · is a function Σ * × Q → Q, if (and only if) T is complete.
Additionally, T induces a partial left action
∈ δ for some p ∈ Q; again, we use infix notation for •. This action can be extended into an action of Q on Σ * by setting q • ε = ε and q
for all a ∈ Σ and w ∈ Σ + . Here, the intuition is to read a finite input word a 1 . . . a n in the automaton starting in state q. After each letter, the automaton emits an output letter and transitions into a new state. From this state onwards, the next letter is a/b a/b Figure 1 : A bi-reversible automaton which is neither deterministic nor inversedeterministic read and so on. Notice that this action is also total, i. e.
• is a function Q × Σ * → Σ * , if (and only if) T is complete. Furthermore, notice that
We can also consider the action of each individual state q. We re-use the notation q • to denote the function q • : Σ * ∪ Σ ω → p Σ * ∪ Σ ω induced by • with first parameter q. Notice that, because the automaton is synchronous, all functions q • are length-preserving (whenever they are defined) and prefix-compatible. Now, we can consider the closure of the functions Q • = {q • | q ∈ Q} for some S-automaton T = (Q, Σ, δ) under (finite) composition of partial functions. This is the semigroup generated by T , which we denote by S (T ). A semigroup is called an automaton semigroup if it is generated by some S-automaton T . To avoid notational overhead, we omit the • symbols in an element q • = q n • · · · • q 1 • of an automaton semigroup and simply write q = q n . . . q 1 .
Just like we extended the notation q • u to cover more than a single state, we can do the same with the notation q · u: for an S-automaton T = (Q, Σ, δ), a finite word u ∈ Σ * and states q n , . . . ,
inductively; furthermore, we define ε·u = ε. Notice that q n . . . q 2 q 1 ·u with this definition coincides with the state reached in T n if one starts reading the finite input word u in state q n • · · · • q 2 • q 1 .
Remark 1.
Notice that the definition of an automaton semigroup presented here differs from the more common one, which is based on complete S-automata. 4 . We call an automaton semigroup which is generated by a complete S-automaton a complete automaton semigroup to distinguish the two concepts. By [15, Porposition 1] , if S is an automaton semigroup then the semigroup S 0 resulting from S by adjoining a zero is a complete automaton semigroup. 5 Notice that partial automata sometimes behave differently compared to complete automata. For example, for partial automata, reversibility does not imply determinism as can be seen in Figure 1 .
Inverse Automaton Semigroups and Automaton Groups. Using non-complete automata to define automaton semigroups allows us to define automaton-inverse semigroups, an intermediate step between automaton semigroups and automaton groups. 6 To do so, we introduce the name S-automaton to denote bi-deterministic automata. For an S-automaton T = (Q, Σ, δ) and its inverse T = (Q, Σ, δ), we can consider the set
actions induced by the states of the automaton and its inverse. The inverse semigroup generated by T , denoted by S (T ), is the closure of Q • under finite composition of partial functions. Notice that it is equal to the semigroup generated by the disjoint union of T and its inverse T , i. e. we have S (T ) = S (T ⊔ T ). A semigroup is called an automaton-inverse semigroup if it is generated by some S-automaton. The name comes from the fact that q • and q • are mutually inverse in the sense of partial functions for all states q ∈ Q:
Notice that, therefore, S (T ) is an inverse semigroup for all Sautomata T . Please note that the use of s to denote the inverse of s in a semigroup is compatible with the notation q for the corresponding state in the automaton's inverse. Also note the difference in definition between an automaton-inverse semigroup and an inverse automaton semigroup! 7 Example 1. Let T = ({q, p}, {a, b, ab, ba, aa}, δ) be the following automaton. , which is an inverse semigroup with q = p and p = q. 8 However, T is not an S-automaton as it is not inversedeterministic. Therefore, S (T ) has no defined meaning.
Finally, we call a complete S-automaton a G-automaton. Notice that, by reasons of cardinality, any G-automaton is not only complete but also bi-complete. Thus, for a G-automaton T = (Q, Σ, δ) with inverse T = (Q, Σ, δ), all functions q • and q • with q ∈ Q are total length-preserving bijections Σ * → Σ * (or Σ ω → Σ ω , respectively). In this case, we call the automaton-inverse semigroup S (T ) generated by T (seen as an S-automaton) the group generated by T and denote it by G (T ) to emphasize this fact. We call a group an automaton group if it is generated by some G-automaton T . 6 It seems that the concept of inverse semigroups generated by partial automata has not been studied widely yet. However, it does appear in [27] , for example, and a similar concept was studied by Olijnyk, Sushchansky and Slupik [28] (see also there for previous work by Sushchansky and Slupik). 7 However, it turns out that both concepts coincide. A proof of this will be given in [14] . 8 Readers familiar with syntactic semigroups might also find it interesting that B2 is isomorphic to the syntactic semigroup of {(ab) n | n ≥ 1}.
We also use the (less-precise) name of an automaton structure to denote an automaton semigroup, an automaton-inverse semigroup or an automaton group. We summarize the definitions from above in Table 1 .
Automaton Class Properties
Generated Structure S-automaton deterministic semigroup S (T ) S-automaton bi-deterministic inverse semigroup S (T ) G-automaton bi-deterministic, bi-complete group G (T ) 
which shall be denoted by T for this example, is called the adding machine. It is a Gautomaton and, as such, it is also an S-and an S-automaton. To understand the group and the semigroup generated by T , it is useful to study the actions of +1 and +0.
The state +0 obviously acts as the identity on {0, 1} * ∪{0, 1} ω . The action +1• is more interesting. We can see any finite word from {0, 1} * as representing a binary number in reverse (i. e. with least significant bit first). The same is true for ω-words of the form w0 ω for some w ∈ {0, 1} * as the infinitely many 0s at the end can be considered leading 0s in the binary representation. Now, the action of +1 increments the encoded number by one. For example, we have +1 • 010 = 110 and +1 • 1100 ω = 0010 ω . Therefore, it is not surprising that S (T ), the semigroup generated by T , is the free monoid with one generator. Similarly, G (T ) is the free group with one generator.
If we extend 9 the adding machine into the automaton
0/00/0 1/11/1 , which we denote byT , then the result is not complete anymore but it still is an Sautomaton whose inverse is
Notice that we have +0 • = +0 • . Similarly to our previous examples, S (T ), the inverse semigroup generated byT , is the free inverse monoid with one generator. By [29, VIII.4.6, p. 381] (see also [28, Lemma 24] ), this follows if we show +1+1(+1) n (+1) n = (+1) n (+1) n and +1 + 1(+1) n (+1) n = (+1) n (+1) n for all n ∈ N. Notice that we have
To show the other inequality, one can use the word 1 n1 .
Orbital/Schreier Graphs Many properties of automaton (semi)groups can be studied by exploring their so-called orbital (Schreier) graphs. For an S-automaton T = (Q, Σ, δ) and a word x ∈ Σ * ∪ Σ ω we denote the orbit of x under the action of T by
On this set, we can define a natural graph structure: the orbital graph of T centered at x, denoted by T • x, is a labeled directed graph on the set Q * • x of nodes. It contains an edge y q −−→z whenever z = q • y with q ∈ Q and y, z ∈ Q * • x. Notice that, for an ω-word ξ ∈ Σ ω , the graph T •ξ is the limit in the sense of pointed Gromov-Hausdorff convergence of the sequence T • ξ n where ξ n is the prefix of length n of ξ. If T = (Q, Σ, δ) is an S-automaton (or even a G-automaton), then we can extend these notions to include inverses. Let T = (Q, Σ, δ) be the inverse of T , let x ∈ Σ * ∪ Σ ω be a word, and let Q = Q ∪ Q. Then, we can define the orbit of x under the action of T as an S-automaton:
Again, we have a natural graph structure on this set: the Schreier graph of T centered at x is the labeled directed graph T • x with node set Q * • x. It contains an edge y q −−→z whenever q • y = z for q ∈ Q. Notice that T • x is always a sub-graph of T • x. Just like with T • ξ, T • ξ is the limit (in the sense of pointed Gromov-Hausdorff convergence) of the sequence T • ξ n where ξ n is the prefix of length n of ξ. 
One may have noticed that T • 0 ω from Example 3 coincides with the Cayley graph of G (T ) = (Z, +). This is not a coincidence but the reason why T • x is called the Schreier graph: it is isomorphic to the co-set graph of the stabilizer of x. For an S-automaton T = (Q, Σ, δ) and a word x ∈ Σ * ∪ Σ ω , we define
as the set of state sequences whose actions stabilize x. Accordingly,
is the (semigroup) stabilizer of x under the action induced by T . Notice that, if T is an S-automaton, then, with this notation, we have
If T is a G-automaton, then
is the group stabilizer of x under the action induced by T . The isomorphism between T •x and G / Stab T ⊔T (x) • can now be seen easily (using the mapping q • ξ → q Stab T ⊔T (x) •).
In addition to the name, this connection has another consequence: the size of T • x is the index of
The finiteness of orbital and Schreier graphs is an important property in studying certain algebraic properties of the corresponding automaton structure. This relationship has been exploited in [13] in connection with the property of an automaton group to be free. In [13] the authors implicitly used the following fact for automaton groups. It states that, when considering automaton groups, it is indifferent whether one considers the orbital graph or the Schreier graphs. The former is finite if and only if so is the latter. Lemma 1. Let T = (Q, Σ, δ) be a G-automaton and let T = (Q, Σ, δ) be its inverse. Then, for any x ∈ Σ * ∪ Σ ω , we have
Proof. Let x ∈ Σ * ∪ Σ ω be arbitrary. Trivially, we have
is finite (which is always the case for x ∈ Σ * ). Suppose,
−−→y is an edge in T • x for some z ∈ Q * • x and some q ∈ Q. Because Q * • x is finite and because T is complete, z must have an in-coming q-labeled edge from some y ′ ∈ Q * • x by cardinality reasons. This yields the edge z y ′ q in T • x. However, this implies y = y ′ ∈ Q * • x (by the determinism of the graph); a contradiction.
In the next lemma, we show that the completeness of the automaton is essential in the statement of Lemma 1. Then, we have that S (T ) is infinite and | Q * • 0 ω | = ∞ where Q = Q ⊔ Q but also that S (T ) is finite and |Q * • ξ| ≤ 2 for all ξ ∈ Σ ω and, in particular |Q * • 0 ω | = 2.
Proof. Any ω-word from {0, 1} ω containing only finitely many occurrences of 1 can be seen as the reverse binary representation of some natural number n ∈ N (with infinitely many leading/trailing zeros). For example, we have 0 ω = ← − bin(0) and 10110 ω = ← − bin(13), where ← − bin(n) denotes the (infinite) reverse binary representation of a natural number n ∈ N.
Recall form Example 2, that the action of q on such words basically increments the represented number by one. In the automaton depicted in the lemma, q • additionally adds a decoration to each letter. Let · : {0, 1} * → {0,1} * denote the isomorphism given by 0 =0 and 1 =1. Then, we have q • ← − bin(n) = ← − bin(n +
Since we can remove the decorations added by q • using p (if we take the inverses into consideration), we have ← − bin(n) = (pq) n • 0 ω ∈ Q * • 0 ω for all n ∈ N and, thus, | Q * • 0 ω | = ∞. This also shows the infinity of S (T ).
Lemma 2 has another consequence. For a G-automaton T , we have that G (T ) is finite if and only if so is S (T ) [1] . However, the lemma states that the analog for S-automata does not hold: there is an S-automaton T such that S (T ) is finite but S (T ) is not.
Freeness, Positive Relations and the Dynamics in the Boundary
In [13] , the study of the algorithmic problem of checking whether an automaton group is free has been initiated. Formally, let Freeness be the decision problem:
Input: a G-automaton T Question: is G (T ) free? One of the results from [13] on Freeness is a connection to the existence of finite Schreier graphs, which we recall in the next corollary. Corollary 1. [13, Corollary 2] The algorithmic problem of establishing whether a group generated by a G-automaton T = (Q, Σ, δ) is not free is equivalent to the problem of checking whether ∂(T ⊔ T ) posses a finite orbital graph in the boundary centered at a periodic point y ω ∈ (Q ⊔ Q) ω where y is not reduce, i.e. y = ½ in the free group F G(Q).
Furthermore, for a bi-reversible G-automaton T = (Q, Σ, δ), checking if G (T ) is free is equivalent to checking whether or not there exists a finite Schreier graph of ∂(T ⊔ T ) centered at an essentially non-trivial element 10 from (Q ⊔ Q) ω .
Positive Relations. In the direction of Freeness, we may consider the weaker problem Positive Relations. For a given G-automaton T = (Q, Σ, δ), the set of positive relations of G (T ) with respect to T is given by
i. e. it is the set of state sequences (which do not contain states from T 's inverse) which act like the identity. So, for instance, if P(T ) = ∅, then the associated semigroup S (T ) is torsion-free. This allows us to formally define the decision problem Positive Relations:
Input: a G-automaton T Question: is P(T ) = ∅? Notice that, in contrast to freeness, which is a property of the group, positive relations are dependent on the automaton representation. For example, if T denotes the adding machine from Example 2, then G (T ) is the free group of rank one, which is obviously free, but the set P(T ) of positive relations is not empty, since we have, for example,
. So, the presence of a sink state in a G-automaton will always cause the set of positive relations to be non-empty.
Despite its dependency on the presentation, studying positive relations is still worthwhile as, for example, the emptiness of the set P(T ) is strictly related to the dynamics of an automaton group G (T ). While we refer the reader to [10] for further details, especially regarding reversible and bi-reversible automata, we give an example of this connection.
In [10, Lemma 5.8], it is observed that, for a G-automaton T = (Q, Σ, δ), the absence of positive relations P(T ) = ∅ implies the existence of a periodic point u ω , for some u ∈ Σ * , with a non-trivial semigroup stabilizer
Another example of the connection is [13, Corollary 4]: if a reversible G-automaton T generates an infinite group G, then the index [G : Stab T ⊔T (u ω ) •] is infinite for all u ∈ Σ * if and only if the dual of T admits no positive relations: P(∂T ) = ∅.
Positive Relations and the Structure of Orbital Graphs. Many interesting properties of automaton structures are reflected in the structure of their orbital graphs. For example, Proposition 3 in section 4 relates the finiteness of an automaton semigroup to the uniform boundedness of its orbital graphs. Similarly, the absence of positive relations in an automaton group is related to the absence of circles in some of its orbital graphs. We will develop this simple, yet interesting, connection next.
For any group G of countable size, we can identify each subgroup H with its characteristic function, which maps an element g ∈ G to 1 if g ∈ H and to 0, otherwise. In this way, we have identified the set Sub(G) of subgroups of G with {0, 1} |G| , which we can in turn endow with the Tychonoff topology of the |G|-fold product of the discrete topological space {0, 1}. For a G-automaton T = (Q, Σ, δ), this allows us to consider the continuity of the map Stab T ⊔T (·) • : Σ ω → Sub(G (T )) which maps ξ to Stab T ⊔T (ξ) •. 11 We say an ω-word ξ ∈ Σ ω is singular if Stab T ⊔T (·) • is not continuous at ξ. In [10, Theorem 4.4] it is shown that, for every G-automaton, the set κ of singular points has zero measure. Thus, if we denote by Θ = Σ ω \ κ the set of non-singular points, then Θ has measure 1. Non-singular points can be characterized in the following way (see [10, Lemma 4 
.2]).
Lemma 3. Let T = (Q, Σ, δ) be a G-automaton. An element ξ ∈ Σ ω is not singular if and only if, for all q ∈ Stab T ⊔T (ξ), there exists a prefix u ∈ Σ * of ξ such that q · u • = ½.
Using this characterization, we can prove the following result on the set of non-singular points.
Lemma 4. For every G-automaton T = (Q, Σ, δ), the set Θ of non-singular points is G (T )-stable, i. e. we have q • ξ ∈ Θ for all ξ ∈ Θ and all q ∈ (Q ⊔ Q) * , where Q is the state set of T .
Proof. Let ξ ∈ Θ and q ∈ (Q ⊔ Q) * and define η = q • ξ. We need to show η ∈ Θ. For any p ∈ Stab T ⊔T (η), we have q −1 p q ∈ Stab T ⊔T (ξ). Thus, by the characterization in Lemma 3, there is a prefix u of ξ such that q −1 p q · u • = ½. Hence, v = q • u is a prefix of η and we have p ∈ Stab T ⊔T (v). Now, for r = q · u, we have
for the last step, notice the equality
Since we have chosen p arbitrarily from Stab T ⊔T (η), we have η ∈ Θ by Lemma 3. Now, we are prepared to characterize the absence of positive relations in terms of orbital graphs. Proposition 1. For every G-automaton T = (Q, Σ, δ), the following are equivalent:
(i) There is a non-singular element ξ ∈ Σ ω such that T • ξ contains a (non-trivial) cycle;
(ii) P(T ) = ∅;
Proof. (ii) =⇒ (i). If q ∈ P(T ) = ∅, then T • ξ contains the circle ξ ξ
q for every ξ ∈ Σ ω . So, in particular, it contains a cycle for every non-singular ξ.
(i) =⇒ (ii). Suppose that T • η for some non-singular η ∈ Σ ω contains a cycle ξ ξ p at a node ξ ∈ Q * • η labeled by p ∈ Q + . We have ξ = q • η for some q ∈ Q * and, thus, by Lemma 4, ξ is also non-singular. Therefore, by Lemma 3, there is prefix u ∈ Σ * of ξ such that q · u = ½, i. e. we have q · u ∈ P(T ) = ∅.
Undecidability of Positive Relations
In [10] , it was left open whether or not Positive Relations is undecidable. In this section, we will prove undecidability for both, Positive Relations and the freeness problem for automaton semigroups. Crucial to our proof is a construction bySunić and Ventura [33] 12 . Any pair of a d × d matrix M and a vector v ∈ Z d gives rise to an affine transformation
We denote by SAff d (Z) the semigroup of all these affine transformations. Since the affine transformation M v is invertible if and only if so is the matrix M , we can also define Aff d (Z), the group of affine transformations over Z d . AlthoughSunić and Ventura only considered invertible matrices, their general construction also yields the following lemma, which considers non-invertible matrices. Then, one can compute a complete S-automaton T M with state set
If all matrices in M are invertible, then T M is inverse-deterministic and ι extends to a well-defined isomorphism from G (T ) into the subgroup of
Proof. The proof is based on the construction given in [33] , which uses n-adic integers. The ring Z n of n-adic integers is the inverse projective limit of the rings Z/n k Z. Its elements are right-infinite sequences (a k ) k∈Z + such that, for every k, a k is in Z/n k Z and a k ≡ a l mod n k for all l ≥ k. In this representation, multiplication and addition are component-wise operations and a (normal) integer z ∈ Z is a sequence which becomes stationary with value z.
Another way of representing n-adic integers is by their n-adic expansion.
On the other hand, any n-adic integer Z = (a 1 , a 2 , a 3 , . . . ) can be written as a sum
(where we set a 0 = 0). Notice that a k+1 − a k ≡ 0 mod n k and a k+1 < n k+1 . The n-adic expansion is then the ω-word
By using n-adic expansions, any vector z ∈ Z d n can be represented by d many ω-words over the alphabet Y n = {0, . . . , n − 1} or by one ω-word over the alphabet X n = Y d n = {0, . . . , n − 1} d . The latter is the encoding on which the automata constructed in [33] act.
By [33, Lemma 4.5] , there is a G-automaton A M,n with state set
Here, n is a number relatively prime to the (non-zero) determinant of M to preserve invertibility of M over the n-adic integers. The described construction of the automaton is clearly computable. Furthermore, it does not depend on the invertibility of the matrix M ; if the matrix is not invertible, the obtained automaton is not necessarily a G-automaton anymore, but a complete S-automaton whose states still act in the way described above.
As the automaton T M , we can choose the disjoint union M ∈M A M,n for some n which is coprime to all non-zero determinants of the matrices in M.
The semigroup part of the lemma's assertion follows if we choose ι as the restriction of maps Z d n → Z d n over n-adic integer vectors to maps Z d → Z d of (normal) integer vectors. The only missing part, here, is to show injectivity (see also [33, Lemma 4.1] ). For this, assume that, for some matrices M, M ′ ∈ Z d×d and some vectors v,
Choosing u = 0 as the zero vector yields v = v ′ . Thus, there is some i ∈ {1, . . . , d} such that
∈ Z are the entries of the i th row of M and M ′ , respectively, and w 1 , . . . , w d ∈ Z n are the components of w. As an n-adic integer, we can write each w j as a sequence (a j,1 , a j,2 , . . . ) with a j,k ∈ Z/n k Z. As addition and multiplication in Z n are component-wise in this representation, there is some k ∈ Z + with
in such a way that the j th component is equal to a j,k ; this constitutes a contradiction.
It turns out that the relations in the (semi)group generated by T M are closely related to those in the linear (semi)group generated by the matrices in M. We state and prove this connection in the next lemma.
Lemma 6. Let M be a finite set of Z d×d matrices and let T M be the automaton from Lemma 5. Then, for any sequence M 1 . . . M k and N 1 . . . N l of matrices from M, we have 
where ι is the isomorphism from Lemma 5.
For the other direction, suppose we have
. . m N l ,w l for some vectors 13 v i and w j . Because the images under the isomorphism ι must be equal as well, we have
for all u ∈ Z d . Since both sides are affine transformations, there are vectors v, w ∈ Z d such that
holds for all u ∈ Z d . Setting u = 0, we obtain v = w and, thus,
We are now prepared to prove undecidability of Positive Relations.
Theorem 1. Positive Relations is undecidable.
Proof. We reduce the Identity Correspondence Problem (ICP) [3] to Positive Relations. It is the following decision problem. Let F G(Σ) denote the free group over an alphabet Σ.
Constant: a binary alphabet Σ = {a, b} Input:
is there a finite sequence l 1 , l 2 , . . . , l k of indices with k ≥ 1 where
holds, where ε is the empty word?
Since ICP is undecidable 14 [3, Theorem 11] , this reduction proves undecidability of Positive Relations.
We consider the usual group embedding ρ of F G(Σ) into SL 2 (Z) defined on Σ by
and use the same encoding of pairs from F G(Σ) × F G(Σ) as in [3, Theorem 13] : for each pair (s i , t i ) ∈ Π, we define the block matrix
where O 2 is the 2 × 2 zero-matrix. Let H be the set of these 4 × 4 invertible integer matrices {H 1 , H 2 , . . . , H m }. Note that existence of a solution l 1 , l 2 , . . . , l k for ICP is equivalent to having
Therefore, we have so far reduced an instance of ICP to the problem of checking whether the matrix semigroup generated by a finite set H of invertible integer matrices contains the identity. To reduce this problem to Positive Relations, we use the G-automaton T H from Lemma 5. As the automaton is computable, it remains to show that P(T H ) is non-empty if and only if the linear semigroup generated by H contains the identity matrix. This, however, is basically the second part of Lemma 6.
From Theorem 1 and Proposition 1 we immediately obtain the following corollary.
Corollary 2. Let T = (Q, Σ, δ) be G-automaton. The algorithmic problem of checking whether any of the orbital graphs T •ξ centered at a non-singular element ξ ∈ Σ ω contains a cycle is undecidable.
In the proof of Theorem 1, we have reduced ICP to Positive Relations. However, we can use the idea of this proof also for another reduction. Consider the Group Freeness, freeness problem for automaton groups:
Input: a G-automaton T Question: is G (T ) free? If we make some straightforwards modifications to Lemma 6 to also cover inverses (or arbitrary powers of the matrices and states in general), then we also obtain a reduction from the following variant of ICP, which we will call the Inverse Identity Correspondence Problem (IICP) to Group Freeness.
is there a finite sequence l 1 , l 2 , . . . , l k of indices with k ≥ 1 where 1 ≤ l i ≤ m for i = 1, 2, . . . , k, and e 1 , e 2 . . . , e k ∈ {1, −1} with
We state this result in the following proposition.
Proposition 2. IICP is reducible to Group Freeness. In particular, if IICP is undecidable, then so is Group Freeness.
This raises an obvious question:
Open Problem 1. Is IICP decidable?
Another problem related to the proof of Theorem 1 is the following.
Open Problem 2. The automata devised in [7, 33] and used in Lemma 5 are not reversible. Are there also (bi-)reversible G-automata generating these groups?
This problem is interesting because a positive answer would lead to undecidability of the decision problem whether all Schreier graphs cantered at periodic ω-words of a Gautomaton are infinite:
Question: is Q * • u ω infinite for all finite words u ∈ Σ + (where Q is the union of the states of T and its inverse)?
The reduction is based on the fact that ∂T = ∅ holds if and only if the stabilizer Corollary 4] . So, one can reduce a strengthened version of Positive Relations where the input automaton is also (bi-)reversible to the above problem by taking the dual. This strengthened version is undecidable by the same proof as for Theorem 1 if one can compute (bi-)reversible G-automata for Lemma 5.
Freeness Problem for Automaton Semigroups. In the direction of the freeness problems for automaton structures, we may also consider a strengthened version of the freeness problem for automaton semigroups: G-Semigroup Freeness. It is the following problem.
Input:
a G-automaton T Question: is S (T ) free? Besides its obvious connection to the freeness problem of automaton groups and semigroups, this problem is also interesting since, in literature, G-automata quite often generate free semigroups, see for instance [11, 12, 13, 32] . In [11, Theorem 3.2] , for example, decidable sufficient conditions for reset 15 G-automata to generate free semigroups are presented. Moreover, it is a well known fact that groups containing free semigroups (in at least two generators) have exponential growth. Usually, it seems considerably more easy to show that an automaton generates a free semigroup than to show that it generates a free group. However, it seems to be easier to show undecidability of the freeness problem for automaton semigroups than to study the freeness problem for automaton groups as the following theorem demonstrates.
Theorem 2. G-Semigroup Freeness is undecidable.
Proof. Consider the Matrix Semigroup Freeness problem

Input:
a finite non-empty set M of invertible matrices from N 3×3 Question: is the linear semigroup generated by M free? that has been proven undecidable in [23] . As in the proof of Theorem 1, we can use the G-automaton T M from Lemma 5 for reducing Matrix Semigroup Freeness to G-Semigroup Freeness. By Lemma 6, the semigroup generated by T M is free if and only if so is the linear semigroup generated by M.
As G-Semigroup Freeness is a strengthened version of the freeness problem for automaton semigroups, we get the following corollary.
Corollary 3. The freeness problem for automaton semigroups
Input: an S-automaton T Question: is S (T ) free? is undecidable.
Theorem 2 can also be interpreted outside the context of automaton structures. Remember that any S-automaton T = (Q, Σ, δ) is a synchronous, deterministic finite state transducer whose input and output alphabets coincide. In a more automata theoretic setting, one would not use these transducers to define semigroups but to define (rational) relations. For this, we need to select an initial state q 0 ∈ Q and a set of final states F ⊆ Q. Under this choice, the rational relation accepted by T is
i. e. a pair of finite words (u, v) is in the relation if and only if, when reading u starting in q 0 , one ends in a state belonging to F and the output is v. Now, Theorem 2 yields the following undecidability result:
Corollary 4. The problem 16 Input: a synchronous, complete, deterministic, invertible, finite-state transducer T with coinciding input and output alphabet and state set Q, in which every state is final Question: is there a k ≥ 1 such that, in the k th -power of T , one can choose two different initial states p, q ∈ Q k with R[T k , p,
Proof. The reduction function from (the complement of) G-Semigroup Freeness to this problem is the identity function with one exception: if the input automaton contains only one state, then it generates a finite and, thus, non-free semigroup; therefore, the reduction function can map these automata to an arbitrary but fixed automaton with a positive answer to the above question.
We need to show that, for a G-automaton T = (Q, Σ, δ) with at least two states, the semigroup S (T ) is not free if and only if there is a k ≥ 1 and p, q ∈ Q k with p = q such that
Notice that we have p • = q • if and only if we have R[T |p| , p, Q |p| ] = R[T |q| , q, Q |q| ] for any par p, q ∈ Q + . Thus, it suffices to show that there are p, q ∈ Q + with p = q but |p| = |q| and p • = q • if S (T ) is not free.
Suppose that S (T ) is not free, i. e. that there are p ′ , q ′ ∈ Q + with p ′ = q ′ but p ′ • = q ′ •. We are done if we have |p ′ | = |q ′ |. Otherwise, we distinguish two cases: p ′ q ′ = q ′ p ′ and p ′ q ′ = q ′ p ′ . In the former one, we can set p = p ′ q ′ and q = q ′ p ′ . The latter case is a bit more complicated: as p ′ and q ′ commute, there is a word r ∈ Q + such that p ′ = r k and q ′ = r ℓ for some k, ℓ ∈ N (see, for example, [25, p. 8, Porposition 1.3.2] ). Without loss of generality, we may assume k < ℓ.
that r ℓ−k ∈ Q + acts like the identity. Since we have |Q| ≥ 2, there is a state q ∈ Q which differs from the first letter of r (seen as a word over Q). Thus, we have qr ℓ−k = r ℓ−k q but |qr ℓ−k | = |r ℓ−k q| and qr ℓ−k • = r ℓ−k q •.
The Finiteness Problem for Invertible, Bi-Reversible Automata
In this section, we consider Group Finiteness, the finiteness problem for automaton groups:
Although it has been studied widely, decidability of this problem is still an open problem. Notice, however, that the problem is semi-decidable in the sense that there is an algorithm which stops if and only if G (T ) is finite. For this algorithm, one can use the naïve approach of enumerating all state sequences (in order for ascending length) until no further new group elements are found. The result closest to proving undecidability of Group Finiteness is due to Gillibert, who showed that the finiteness problem for automaton semigroups is undecidable [16] , and the recent result on the undecidability of the order problem for automaton groups (checking whether a group element has finite order) [17] .
In this section, we extend this result to get closer to automaton groups: we show that the finiteness problem for automaton semigroups remains undecidable if the input automaton is inverse-deterministic and bi-reversible. In particular, we obtain undecidability of the problem whether a subsemigroup of an automaton-inverse semigroup given by some generating states is finite. We obtain these results by connecting the existence of an infinite orbit in the boundary to the finiteness of the semigroup.
Orbital Graphs and Finiteness. We start by characterizing finite semigroups by their dynamics on the boundary. Finiteness of an automaton semigroup is related to the sizes of its orbital graphs as we have the following result that naturally extends the group case [12, Corollary 1].
Open Problem 3. Let T = (Q, Σ, δ) be an S-automaton. Is S (T ) infinite if and only if there is an ω-word ξ ∈ Σ ω with an infinite orbit Q * • ξ?
If T is a G-automaton, is G (T ) then infinite if and only if there is an ω-word ξ ∈ Σ ω with an infinite orbitQ * • ξ (whereQ is the disjoint union of the states of T and the states of its inverse)?
A positive answer to the semigroup case leads to a positive answer for the group case by Lemma 1 since S (T ) is finite if and only if so is G (T ) [1] .
Wang Tilings and Automata. Recall that a Wang tile is a unit square tile with a color on each edge. Formally, it is a quadruple t = (t W , t S , t E , t N ) ∈ C 4 where C is a finite set of colors. When seeing it as a Wang tile, we write the tuple t = (t W , t S , t E , t N ) as
A tile set is a finite set W of Wang tiles. For each t ∈ W and D ∈ {W, S, E, N }, we let t D denote the color of the edge on the D-side. A tile set W tiles the discrete plane Z 2 if there is a map f : Z 2 → W that associates to each point in the discrete plane a tile from W such that adjacent tiles share the same color on their common edge, i. e. f (x, y) E = f (x + 1, y) W and f (x, y) N = f (x, y + 1) S for every (x, y) ∈ Z 2 . Such a map is called a Z 2 -tiling. Analogously, a tile set W tiles the first quadrant of the discrete plane N 2 if it admits an N 2 -tiling, i. e. there is a map g : N 2 → W with g(x, y) E = g(x + 1, y) W and g(x, y) N = g(x, y + 1) S for every (x, y) ∈ N 2 .
A Z 2 -tiling f is called periodic if there exists a (non-zero) periodicity vector v ∈ Z 2 for f , i. e. we have f (t + v) = f (t) for all t ∈ Z 2 . If a tile set does not admit a periodic Z 2 -tiling, it is called aperiodic.
For an N 2 -tiling g, we may define the notion of horizontal words: the i th horizontal word of g is f (0, i) S f (1, i) S . . . , i. e. the ω-word over C given by the south colors of the rectangle [0, ∞] × [i, i]. We call g y-recurrent if there are i = j such that the i th and j th horizontal word of g coincide; if no such i and j exits, we call g non-y-recurrent. The notions of y-recurrence and periodicity of a tile set are linked: 18 Lemma 7. A tile set W admits a y-recurrent N 2 -tiling if and only if it admits a periodic Z 2 -tiling.
Proof. Let g be a y-recurrent N 2 -tiling for W. Then, by definition, there are i < j such that the i th horizontal word is the same as the j th one, i. e. the rectangle
is colored the same way on its north and on its south side. Notice that there are only finitely many possible colorings for the west sides of the rectangles
Therefore, there must be k, ℓ ∈ N with k < ℓ such that the colorings on the west side of the respective rectangles coincide, or, in other words, such that the rectangle
has the same coloring on its west and its east side. Thus, we can repeat the tile pattern associated to this rectangle infinitely often, both, horizontally and vertically, which yields a periodic Z 2 -tiling. 18 The proof is basically the same as the one showing that W tiles Z 2 if and only if it tiles N 2 (see [31] ).
For the other direction, let f be a periodic Z 2 -tiling for W. By an argument similar to the one just presented, one can see that f can be assumed to be vertically periodic, i. e. that there is a v y > 0 such that f (x, y) = f (x, y + v y ) for all x, y ∈ Z (see, for example, [31] ). Clearly, the restriction of f into a map N 2 → W is a y-recurrent N 2 -tiling.
Notice that the periodic Z 2 -tiling might be different to the y-recurrent N 2 -tiling.
There is a natural way to associate a (possibly non-deterministic) automaton T (W) to a tile set W (and vice-verse, see [10] ): the state set and alphabet are the set of colors and we associate a transition
. We say that a tile set W is CD-deterministic with (C, D) ∈ {(S, W ), (S, E), (N, W ), (N, E)} if each tile t ∈ W is uniquely determined by its pair (t C , t D ) of colors on the C and D sides. Whenever W is CD-deterministic for each (C, D) ∈ {(S, W ), (S, E), (N, W ), (N, E)}, we say that W is 4-way deterministic. There are some obvious connections between the determinism of a tile set and its associated automaton, which we list in the following lemma (see also [10, Lemma 6 .1]).
Lemma 8. The following facts hold:
• W is SW -deterministic if and only if T (W) is deterministic;
• W is SE-deterministic if and only if T (W) is reversible;
• W is N W -deterministic if and only if T (W) is inverse-deterministic;
• W is N E-deterministic if and only if T (W) is inverse-reversible.
For aperiodic tile sets, the notion of y-recurrence and the finiteness of the associated semigroup are linked as the following proposition demonstrates.
Proposition 5. Let W be a SW -deterministic, aperiodic tile set and let T = T (W ) be the associated S-automaton. Then, S (T ) is infinite if and only if W admits a Z 2 -tiling.
Proof. Let T = (Q, Σ, δ) and, firstly, suppose that W admits a Z 2 -tiling f . Since W is aperiodic, its restriction g into an N 2 -tiling must be non-y-recurrent by Lemma 7. Let ξ i denote the i th horizontal word of g and let q i = g(0, i) W for all i ∈ N (i. e. q 1 q 2 . . . labels the west side of the first quadrant read from bottom to top). By construction of T , we have ξ i+1 = q i • ξ i and, since g is non-y-recurrent, we have ξ i = ξ j for all i = j. Therefore, the orbit Q * • ξ 0 is infinite and so is S (T ) (by Proposition 3).
For the converse, let S (T ) be infinite. We only need to show that, in this case, W admits tilings for arbitrarily large squares [0, ℓ] × [0, ℓ] since, then, it also admits a Z 2 -tiling (by a standard compactness argument, see e. g. [31] ). By Proposition 3 there is an infinite sequence (ξ i ) i∈N of ω-words such that |Q * • ξ i | ≥ i, which, by definition, is also the size of the orbital graph T • ξ i . Notice that, for every i ∈ N, all nodes in T • ξ i have out-degree at most |Q|. Thus, for every ℓ ∈ N, we find an i(ℓ) ∈ N such that T • ξ i(ℓ) contains a path of length ℓ η (ℓ) = η The previous proposition can be used for the reduction to show the main result of this section:
Theorem 3. The strengthened version
Input: a bi-reversible and bi-deterministic automaton T Question: is S (T ) finite? of the finiteness problem for automaton semigroups remains undecidable. In particular, it is undecidable to check whether an automaton subsemigroup of an automaton-inverse semigroup is finite.
Proof. Lukkarila [26] has shown that the tiling problem for 4-way deterministic, aperiodic tile sets
Input:
a 4-way deterministic, aperiodic tile set W Question: does W admit a Z 2 -tiling? remains undecidable. To prove undecidability, we constructed a 4-way deterministic tile set from a Turing Machine in such a way that the tile set admits a tiling if and only if the Turing Machine halts. The constructed tiles consists of multiple layers and the first layer uses the 4-way deterministic, aperiodic tile set of Kari and Papasoglu [22] .
For a 4-way-deterministic and aperiodic tile set W, T (W) is a bi-reversible and bideterministic automaton by Lemma 8 and, by Proposition 5, it generates an infinite semigroup if and only if W admits a Z 2 -tiling. Thus, mapping W to T (W) is a coreduction from Lukkarila's problem to our strengthened version of the finiteness problem. Unfortunately, the above theorem neither shows undecidability for the finiteness problem of automaton groups nor for the finiteness problem of automaton-inverse semigroups. Although, for the former, we have that G (T ) is infinite if and only if S (T ) is infinite, the automaton associated to a 4-way deterministic tile set is not necessarily complete and, thus, not a G-automaton. This incompleteness is inherent to the undecidability of the tiling problem: the automaton is complete if and only if, for every pair (c S , c W ) of colors, there is at least (and, thus, due to 4-way determinism exactly) one tile whose south side is colored with c S and whose west side is colored with c W . If this is true for some tile set, however, it always admits a N 2 -tiling as one can choose the colors for x-axis and for the y-axis arbitrarily and continue the tiling from there.
One can complete an S-automaton by adding a sink state (see [15, Proposition 1] ). This has the effect of (possibly 19 ) adding a zero to the generated semigroup and, therefore, maintains (in)finiteness. However, it does not maintain reversibility, which leads to the following open problem.
Open Problem 4. Given a reversible S-automaton, can one compute a complete and reversible S-automaton T ′ such that S (T ) is finite if and only if S (T ′ ) is finite? Is it possible to give such a construction if T is a bi-reversible S-automaton?
A positive answer to this open problem would lead to the undecidability of the finiteness problem for automaton groups. Indeed, for the reduction, one could take the bireversible and bi-deterministic automaton T obtained from the 4-way-deterministic tile set in Theorem 3, compute its reversible completion T ′ and take the dual of T ′ , which is a G-automaton. Then, we had [1] and, for the third equivalence see [1] . For automaton-inverse semigroup, on the other hand, the partiality is not problematic. Here, the problem is rather that we have to consider the inverses as well. From the perspective of Wang tiles, taking the inverse belongs to mirroring a tile at the horizontal axis. The union of the tiles and their mirrored versions is not an aperiodic tile set anymore. In fact, it will always admit an N 2 -tiling as long as we can tile a single rightinfinite row. In this case, our approach of obtaining an infinite orbit cannot be applied, which leaves us with the following open problem.
Open Problem 5. Is the finiteness problem for automaton-inverse semigroups
Input: an S-automaton Question: is S (T ) finite? decidable?
